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Figure 1: We propose a two-stage pipeline for image-based hair reconstruction. Our first stage reconstructs coarse hair, head,
and shoulder geometry using volumetric representations. The second stage fits hair strands to the coarse reconstruction via a
joint optimization process that incorporates rendering-based losses and priors learned on the synthetic data.

Abstract

Generating realistic human 3D reconstructions using
image or video data is essential for various communica-
tion and entertainment applications. While existing meth-
ods achieved impressive results for body and facial regions,
realistic hair modeling still remains challenging due to its
high mechanical complexity. This work proposes an ap-
proach capable of accurate hair geometry reconstruction at
a strand level from a monocular video or multi-view images
captured in uncontrolled lighting conditions. Our method
has two stages, with the first stage performing joint recon-
struction of coarse hair and bust shapes and hair orien-
tation using implicit volumetric representations. The sec-
ond stage then estimates a strand-level hair reconstruction
by reconciling in a single optimization process the coarse
volumetric constraints with hair strand and hairstyle pri-
ors learned from the synthetic data. To further increase the
reconstruction fidelity, we incorporate image-based losses
into the fitting process using a new differentiable renderer.
The combined system, named Neural Haircut, achieves high
realism and personalization of the reconstructed hairstyles.
For video results, please refer to our project page†.

∗ Work done at Samsung AI Center
† https://samsunglabs.github.io/NeuralHaircut/

1. Introduction
We propose a new image-based modeling method that

recovers human hair from multi-view photographs or video
frames. Hair reconstruction remains one of the most chal-
lenging problems in human 3D modeling because of its
highly complex geometry, physics, and reflectance. Nev-
ertheless, it is critical for many applications, such as special
effects, telepresence, and gaming.

In computer graphics, the dominant representation for
hair is 3D polylines, or strands, which can facilitate both
realistic rendering and physics simulation [6]. At the same
time, modern image- and video-based human reconstruc-
tion systems often model hairstyles using data structures
that have fewer degrees of freedom and are easier to esti-
mate, such as meshes with fixed topology [12, 20] or vol-
umetric representations [4, 7, 9, 10, 11, 15, 27, 28, 31, 39,
40, 43, 48, 49, 56, 59, 60]. As a result, these methods often
obtain over-smoothed hair geometries and can only model
the “outer shell” of the hairstyle without its inner structure.

Accurate strand-based hair reconstruction can be accom-
plished via controlled lighting equipment and dense capture
setup with synchronized cameras, i.e. using light stages [8].
Recently, impressive results were achieved [30, 33, 44, 50,
51] by relying on uniform or structured lighting and camera
calibration to facilitate the reconstruction process. The lat-
est work [44] further utilized manual frame-wise annotation
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of the hair growth directions to achieve physically plausible
reconstructions. However, despite the impressive quality of
the results, the sophisticated capture setup and the manual
pre-processing requirements make such methods unsuitable
for many practical applications. Some learning-based meth-
ods for hairstyle modeling [5, 16, 22, 45, 54, 55, 58, 61]
incorporate hair priors learned from the strand-based syn-
thetic data to ease the acquisition process. However, the ac-
curacy of these methods naturally depends on the size of the
training dataset. Existing datasets [16, 54] typically consist
of only a few hundred samples and are inadequately small
for handling the diversity of human hairstyles, leading to
the low fidelity of the reconstructions.

In this work, we propose a method for hair modeling that
uses only image- or video-based data without any additional
manual annotations and works in uncontrolled lighting con-
ditions. To achieve that, we have designed a two-stage re-
construction pipeline. The first stage, coarse volumetric
hair reconstruction, employs implicit volumetric represen-
tations and is purely data-driven. The second stage, fine
strand-based reconstruction, operates at the level of hair
strands and relies heavily on priors learned from a small-
scale synthetic dataset.

During the first stage, we reconstruct implicit surface
representations [38] for hair and bust (head and shoulders)
regions. Additionally, we learn a field of hair growth di-
rections, which we call 3D orientations, by matching them
through a differentiable projection with hair directions ob-
served in the training images or 2D orientation maps. While
this field can facilitate a more accurate hair shape fitting,
its primary use case is to constrain the optimization of hair
strands during the second stage. To calculate the hair ori-
entation maps from the input frames, we use a classic ap-
proach based on image gradients [37].

The second stage relies on pre-trained priors to ob-
tain strand-based reconstructions. We employ an improved
parametric model learned from the synthetic data using an
auto-encoder [44] to represent individual strands and com-
bine it with a new diffusion-based prior [14, 18] to model
their joint distribution, i.e. a complete hairstyle. This stage
thus reconciles the coarse hair reconstruction obtained in
the first stage with the learning-based priors through an op-
timization process. Lastly, we improve the fidelity of recon-
structed hairstyles via differentiable rendering using a new
hair renderer based on soft rasterization [26].

To summarize, our contributions are:
• Human head 3D reconstruction method for bust and hair

regions, which includes hair orientations;
• Improved training procedure for the strand prior;
• Latent diffusion-based prior for global hairstyle model-

ing, which “interfaces” with the parametric strand prior;
• Differentiable soft hair rasterization technique that leads

to more accurate reconstructions than the previous ren-

dering methods;
• Strand-fitting process that incorporates all the compo-

nents discussed above to produce high-quality recon-
structions of human hair at the level of strands.
We validate the efficacy of our method on synthetic [57]

and real-world data, for which we use multi-view images
from a 3D scanner operating in unconstrained lighting con-
ditions [43] and monocular videos from a smartphone.

2. Related work
Human head reconstruction. Modern approaches have

achieved impressive results in modeling static and dynamic
human subjects using image and video data. These meth-
ods primarily rely on shape priors trained using synthetic
datasets or 3D scans. Among the most widespread priors
are parametric models [24, 29, 35, 36, 41] that represent
the head as a rigged mesh with a fixed topology. However,
these models do not include hair, as it is known to be no-
toriously difficult to scan. This sparked the development
of methods that extend parametric models to include hair
using volumetric representations and image or video-based
finetuning [10, 12, 20, 49, 59, 60] or, more recently, using
higher quality 3D scanners [11, 43]. While successfully re-
constructing the facial geometry, these methods still achieve
low fidelity of hair. They also model only the visible outer
hair surface and do not reconstruct the inner geometry, lim-
iting the downstream applications.

Hair reconstruction using volumetric representations still
has important advantages. Modern volumetric reconstruc-
tion methods can handle challenging lighting conditions
due to view-dependent modeling of radiance [32]. They can
also hallucinate the geometry of the outer surface regions
unseen in the training samples [13, 48, 56], which is useful
for reconstruction using video data. We found volumetric
reconstruction methods ideal for use in the first stage, dur-
ing coarse hair modeling. We further extend them to repre-
sent hair and bust geometries separately, which is not done
in the previous works. That allows us to incorporate ad-
ditional supervision for the geometry and more effectively
constrain hair strand optimization during the second stage.
In addition, the separate bust geometry is used in an aux-
iliary way to introduce proper occlusion handling into the
volumetric and strand-based hair rendering.

Strand-based hair reconstruction. Starting with the
seminal work [37] on hair reconstruction, image-based
methods [16, 22, 33, 44, 45, 54, 55, 61] have relied on
hair orientation maps [37], or gradients in the image space,
to estimate 3D hair strands. These orientation maps can
quite effectively bridge the sim-to-real gap and allow some
of these methods [22, 45, 61] to train using only synthetic
data, while still generalizing to the real-world images. How-
ever, they have multiple practical issues. In order to obtain
high-quality orientation maps, hair must be uniformly lit
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and have no specular highlights. This assumption is quite
strong and allows impressive results [33, 44] to be achieved
using light stages for data capture. However, it limits the
practicality of such methods for real-world reconstruction
cases where lighting conditions are hard to control. Non-
uniform lighting and low effective resolution of the real-
world data lead to orientation maps having excessive noise
levels or lacking details. Furthermore, orientation maps en-
code “sign-free” local orientations and do not capture the
hair growth direction, which adds extra ambiguity to the re-
construction process.

Some methods [16, 44] address this using manual anno-
tation of the exact growth direction, which makes the recon-
struction process labor-intensive. Others [5, 22] employed
regressors trained via manual annotation to predict the hair
growth directions. However, the solution and the dataset
presented in these works are closed-source and remain chal-
lenging and costly to reproduce. Lastly, the majority of the
strand-based reconstruction method [5, 22, 33, 45, 54, 55,
58, 61] model hair strands without explicitly attaching them
to the head scalp, which limits the realism of the result-
ing reconstructions. Our method addresses all these issues
by introducing new hairstyle priors that ensure the physical
realism of the reconstructed strands and a new coarse-to-
fine optimization pipeline that uses prior-guided optimiza-
tion and differentiable rendering to obtain personalized re-
constructions even in non-uniform lighting conditions.

3. Method

3.1. Overview

We reconstruct the strand-based hair geometry given a
single monocular video or multi-view images in the form
of polylines in 3D: S = {pl}Ll=1. Our hair reconstruction
pipeline consists of two stages. First, we obtain a coarse
volumetric hair reconstruction in the form of implicit fields.
We then reconstruct fine hair strands using optimization of
coarse geometry-based, rendering-based, and prior-based
terms. The hairstyle prior is obtained separately during pre-
training on a synthetic dataset.

Hair prior training. Following [44], we parameterize
the hairstyle using a latent geometry texture defined on the
head scalp and denoted as T. The mapping between hair
strands and their latent embeddings is provided by the hair
parametric model. It has the same architecture and training
procedure as the original approach [44], besides a modified
data term that improves the fidelity of curly hair reconstruc-
tions. We denote the decoder that produces strands given
their latent embeddings as G and an encoder as E .

We then train a latent diffusion-based prior D, defined
on the geometry texture maps T. We use EDM [18]
formulation that outperforms previous approaches such as
DDPM [14]. We introduce multiple data augmentations

that preserve the realism of the hairstyle while training on
a small dataset of hairstyles [16] consisting only of a few
hundred samples.

Stage I: coarse volumetric reconstruction. We ap-
proach coarse reconstruction by estimating hair and bust
geometry as signed distance functions (SDFs) fhair, fbust :
R3 → R. We train them via volumetric ray marching [48]
using a shared view-dependent color field c : R3×S2 → R.
We employ supervision via semantic segmentation masks to
ensure that hair and bust regions are non-overlapping. Also,
to correctly reconstruct the head scalp, which is typically
not visible on training samples, we fit a FLAME [24] head
mesh to the scene and use it as a prior for the bust SDF.
Lastly, to facilitate strand-based reconstruction, we train an
additional field of 3D hair orientations β : R3 → S2 using
the hair signed distance function and match its projections
with observed hair strand orientations.

Stage II: fine strand-based reconstruction. We recon-
struct hair strands as a geometry texture T, i.e. a dense two-
dimensional map of latent hair vectors, where the position
on the map corresponds to the position of the hair root on
the scalp. At each iteration, we sample N random embed-
dings {zi}Ni=1 from the texture T and obtain correspond-
ing strands {Si}Ni=1 using a pre-trained decoder G. These
strands are then used to evaluate geometric and rendering-
based constraints. In the geometric loss, we penalize strands
outside the hair volume and ensure that the visible part
of the surface defined by fhair is uniformly covered. We
also match the orientations bl

i of the predicted strands, de-
fined as the normalized difference between two consecutive
points, to the orientation field β. Here, bl

i = dl
i

/
∥dl

i∥2 and
dl
i = pl+1

i − pl
i.

Besides the geometric constraints, we also employ
silhouette-based and neural rendering losses. The rendered
hair silhouette m̂ and RGB image Î are then obtained using
neural soft hair rasterization denoted as R. The renderer
employs a bust surface estimated from fbust to handle oc-
clusions. The silhouette m̂ is predicted directly from the
sampled strands, while the image render is obtained via a
neural hair rendering pipeline inspired by [44].

Lastly, prior-based regularization is applied directly to
the geometry texture T using a pre-trained diffusion model.
Specifically, we apply random noise to the geometry map
and denoise it using a diffusion model D. We then evalu-
ate the reconstruction error of the input map T and back-
propagate the gradient of this loss back into the texture.
This pipeline is inspired by the DreamFusion method [42],
albeit with some modifications which facilitate training
from a small dataset of hairstyles.

The scheme of the fine reconstruction stage is shown in
Figure 2. Below, we describe the parts of our approach in
more detail.
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Figure 2: The overview of the second stage of our approach (fine strand-based reconstruction). We use shape texture to
represent hair strands and utilize multiple objectives to optimize it. We apply Lprior as a regularization penalty using a
diffusion network pre-trained on synthetic hairstyles. Then, we use Lgeom to match the reconstructed strands to geometry and
orientation fields parameterized by the implicit function. Lastly, Lrender is used to match the rendered hair to the ground truth
image.

3.2. Hair prior training

Our global hairstyle prior is trained using a strand para-
metric model and a latent diffusion network, which inter-
face with each other via the geometry texture T.

Hair strand parametric model. To obtain the latent
representations for the hair strands, we follow [44] and
train a variational autoencoder, which maps a strand S =
{pl}Ll=1 into a latent vector z via encoder E , and back via
decoder G. During training, we employ the reparameteriza-
tion trick: z = zµ + ϵ · zσ , where zµ and zσ are param-
eters of the Gaussian distribution, and ϵ ∼ N (0, I). The
model is trained using the data term Ldata and KL diver-
gence [21] term LKL on a synthetic dataset of hair strands.
The data term consists of an L2 error between predicted p̂l

and ground-truth points pl, as well as the cosine distance
for the orientations b̂l and bl, similarly to [44]. Inspired
by [61], we additionally match curvatures ĝl and gl of pre-
dicted and ground-truth strands to better model curly hair,
where

gl =
∥∥bl × bl+1

∥∥
2
. (1)

Our data term is therefore defined as follows:

Ldata =

L∑
l=1

∥∥p̂l − pl
∥∥2
2
+ λd

(
1− b̂lbl

)
+ λc

∥∥ĝl − gl
∥∥2
2
,

(2)

and the final loss is:

LVAE = Ldata + λKLLKL
(
N (zµ, zσ)

∥∥N (0, I)
)
. (3)

Hairstyle diffusion model. We obtain the latent repre-
sentation of the synthetic hairstyle consisting of N strands

{Si}Ni=1 by first estimating their latent descriptors {zi}Ni=1

using the pre-trained strand encoder E . We then convert
them into a dense texture T using nearest neighbor interpo-
lation. To increase the diversity of training samples, we em-
ploy augmentations that preserve the realism of the hairstyle
before encoding. Also, to speed up the training and further
diversify the inputs of the diffusion model, we subsample
the full texture into a low-resolution map TLR.

We use the Elucidating Diffusion Moldel (EDM) [18] to
train the denoiser D. Below, we denote a training sample
TLR as y to be consistent with [18], and obtain a noised
input: x = y + ϵ · σ, where ϵ ∼ N (0, I), and σ is a noise
strength. We then predict a denoised input:

D(x, σ) = cskip(σ)·x+cout(σ)·F
(
cin(σ)·x, cnoise(σ)

)
, (4)

where the cskip, cout, cin and cnoise are part of pre-
conditioning approach proposed in [18], which improves
the robustness of D to the low noise strength σ, and F is
a neural network. Our training objective also follows [18]:

Ldiff = Ey,σ,ϵ

[
λdiff(σ) ·

∥∥D(x, σ)− y
∥∥2
2

]
, (5)

where λdiff(σ) is a weighting function, and the expectation
is approximated via sampling.

3.3. Coarse volumetric reconstruction

We represent the subject’s coarse head geometry in a
segmented form using the hair and the bust neural signed
distance functions [38] (SDFs). We use the volumetric ray
marching approach for neural implicit surfaces, NeuS [48]
to fit them. We modify NeuS to accommodate multi-label
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reconstruction as we reconstruct the hair geometry and the
bust (head and shoulders) geometry as separate shapes. The
training proceeds by approximating a pixel’s color c using
the radiance at N points xi sampled along the correspond-
ing ray v. The color is predicted as follows:

ĉ =

N∑
i=1

Ti · αi · c (xi,v, l,n), Ti =

i−1∏
j=1

(1− αi), (6)

where Ti is the accumulated transmittance, αi is the opacity,
l and n - the blended hair with bust features and normals
correspondingly, and c is the view-dependent radiance field.
We calculate the opacity αi of each point along the ray by
blending the individual opacities of hair and bust:

αi = min
(
αhair
i + αbust

i , 1
)
. (7)

Besides the color, we also render the bust and the hair
masks:

ôhair =

N∑
i=1

Ti · αhair
i , ôbust =

N∑
i=1

Ti · αbust
i . (8)

Our training losses include a photometric L1 loss Lcolor,
which matches ĉ and c, a mask-based loss Lmask that applies
binary cross-entropy between the predicted masks and the
ground-truth mhair and mbust, and the regularizing Eikonal
term [13] Lreg, which is applied for both fhair and fbust.

Our additional losses include a regularization for the bust
shape. Before proceeding with the coarse reconstruction of
the subject, we fit a FLAME [24] head mesh into the scene
using optimization based on 2D facial landmarks [3]. Us-
ing this mesh, we ensure that fbust includes the head scalp
surface region by applying the regularizing constraints de-
noted as Lhead that match the SDF to the mesh. To imple-
ment this loss, we follow the previous works [1, 13, 46] on
fitting neural SDFs using mesh-based data and provide its
full description in the supplementary materials.

Lastly, we incorporate an additional field of hair growth
directions, β, into the coarse reconstruction. We train it via
a differentiable surface rendering [9] of fhair. Following [9],
we obtain the intersection point xs of the ray v with the hair
surface. We then project the 3D orientation field β(xs) into
the camera P using Plucker line coordinates [53]. The pro-
jected direction l(xs, β(xs);P) is then matched to the 2D
orientation map [37], estimated from the training images
using Gabor filters. The matching loss Ldir follows previ-
ous works [37] on strand-based reconstruction and penal-
izes the minimum angular difference between the projected
and ground-truth orientations. Please refer to the supple-
mentary materials for more details.

Overall, the training objective for the coarse reconstruc-
tion is as follows:

Lcoarse = Lcolor + λmaskLmask + λregLreg

+ λheadLhead + λdirLdir.
(9)

3.4. Fine strand-based reconstruction

To reconstruct the hair strands, we learn a latent hair ge-
ometry texture T [44], from which a hairstyle can be de-
coded using a pre-trained network G. However, instead
of directly optimizing this map, we parameterize it with a
UNet-like neural network using the so-called deep image
prior [47]. We found such parameterization to not require
additional smoothing [44] of the sparse gradients from the
decoded strands. Below, we denote such new parameteriza-
tion as Tθ.

The training proceeds by sampling N points on the
scalp part of the fitted FLAME mesh and decoding them
into strands {Si}Ni=1, each strand consisting of L points:
Si = {pl

i}Ll=1. We then evaluate the following objectives:
geometry-based losses Lgeom that match the strands to the
coarse geometry, photometric constraints Lrender calculated
via differentiable rendering, and finally, a diffusion-based
prior loss Lprior. Below we describe them in more detail.

Geometry-based losses. To ensure that the optimized
strands lie inside the coarse hair volume, we employ a loss
Lvol that penalizes the points on the strands that stray out-
side of it:

Lvol =

N∑
i=1

L∑
l=1

I
[
fhair(p

l
i) > 0

](
fhair(p

l
i)
)2
, (10)

where I denotes the indicator function.
Additionally, to make the learned strands densely cover

the visible part of the coarse hair surface, denoted as S, we
minimize the error between K random points xk sampled
on this surface and their nearest points on the strands, de-
noted as pk. This loss Lchm is exactly equal to the one-way
Chamfer distance between the visible part of the coarse hair
surface and the learned strands:

Lchm =

K∑
k=1

∥∥xk − pk

∥∥2
2
, (11)

Lastly, we calculate the distance between the hair orien-
tations and the implicit field β at all points on the strands
that are closer to the visible hair surface S than some small
threshold τ . We denote these M points as pm and their ori-
entations as bm. The resulting orientations loss Lorient can
be written as follows:

Lorient =

M∑
m=1

(
1−

∣∣bm · β(pm)
∣∣ ). (12)

We penalize the orientations of strands near the outer hair
surface because the photometric nature of the orientation
loss Ldir makes the field β learn accurate orientations only
in this region. We describe the procedure for estimating this
surface using fhair and fbust in the supplementary materials.
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Overall, the total geometry loss is the following:

Lgeom = Lvol + λchmLchm + λorientLorient. (13)

Rendering-based losses. We have developed a new ap-
proach for the differential rendering of hair strands to im-
prove the visible hair geometry. We note that the pre-
vious hair rasterization approaches [44] rely on graphics
API [52] line rasterization algorithms, e.g. Bresenham’s line
algorithm [2]. While being computationally efficient, such
methods only provide the gradients w.r.t. the first element of
the line segments z-buffer, Figure 3 (a). At the same time,
for the task of mesh inverse rendering, it was shown to be
highly beneficial [26] to propagate the gradient into multi-
ple z-buffer elements. Inspired by the success of this soft
rasterization method [26] for meshes, we adapt it for the
differentiable rendering of hair strands Figure 3 (b).

First, we convert the hair strands into the so-called hair
quads [57]. They consist of a stripe-like mesh, which fol-
lows the strand trajectory and has normals oriented toward
the camera, see close-ups in Figure 2. The vertices of
the resulting quad mesh are fully differentiable w.r.t. the
strands, and we include the quad generation algorithm into
the supplementary materials. We then render this mesh us-
ing soft rasterization. We include the zero iso-surface of
fbust obtained using Marching Cubes [23] into the rendering
pipeline to handle hair-bust occlusions. Contrary to the pre-
vious rasterization methods, in our approach the segmenta-
tion mask for the hair is directly predicted from the hair ge-
ometry using a soft silhouette shader [17], which allows un-
constrained gradient flow into the geometry from the mask-
based objectives. To render the color, we follow [44] and
use a neural rendering approach that can handle the view-
dependent reflectance of the hair. Specifically, we train a
neural appearance texture A similarly to the geometry tex-
ture T and use it in conjunction with a rendering U-Net to
produce the renders, similarly to [44].

As a result of the hair rasterization pipeline R described
above, we obtain both the hair silhouette m̂ and the images
Î in a fully differentiable way:

m̂, Î = Rϕ

(
{Si}Ni=1, fbust,P

)
, (14)

where ϕ denotes the trainable parameters of the appearance
texture and a rendering UNet, and P are the camera param-
eters. We then apply L1 losses Lmask and Lrgb to match the
predicted silhouette and the color to the ground truth m and
I. The final rendering loss is the weighted sum of these
terms:

Lrender = Lrgb + λmaskLmask. (15)

Diffusion-based prior. To apply the pre-trained diffu-
sion prior, we use a Score Distillation Sampling (SDS) ap-
proach from the DreamFusion work [42]. In this method,

Figure 3: (a) Differentiable hair rasterization algorithm
of [44] propagates the gradient only into the first element of
z-buffer. (b) Our proposed hair rasterization based on quads
leverages soft hair rasterization [26] and passes gradients
into multiple elements of the z-buffer to achieve better re-
constructions.

the pre-trained diffusion model is used to guide the opti-
mization of a neural radiance field [32] by providing it with
the gradients in the image space. These gradients originate
from the same loss used to train a diffusion model, in our
case, Ldiff, Eq. 5. However, instead of back-propagating
this loss through the denoising neural network F , the SDS
approach assumes the gradients w.r.t. the noised input x
to be identity: ∂F/∂x = I. However, we found such a
trick to be required only for DDPM [14] training formu-
lation used in DreamFusion, while for the EDM [18] that
we use, proper back-propagation through the denoising net-
work F leads to better results. Therefore, in our case, the
prior regularization term Lprior ≡ Ldiff.

To calculate this loss, we employ the same procedure as
during the training of the diffusion model. We sample ran-
dom noise ϵ and the noise level σ and apply them to the
geometry map. Then, we perform random sub-sampling to
decrease the resolution of Tθ before forwarding it through
the diffusion model. We back-propagate the loss Lprior di-
rectly into the parameters θ of the geometry texture Tθ

while keeping the weights of the denoiser frozen.
Overall, the optimization objective for the strand-based

reconstruction stage is the following:

Lfine = Lgeom + λrenderLrender + λpriorLprior. (16)

4. Experiments

We use the USC-HairSalon [16] dataset to pre-train the
strand parametric model and hairstyle diffusion module.
This dataset consists of 343 hairstyles aligned with the
template bust mesh. We then evaluate our method using
both synthetic and real-world data. We use two synthetic
scenes [57] to conduct a quantitative comparison using the
ground-truth strand-based geometry. For the real-world
data, we use H3DS Dataset [43] of multi-view images with
non-uniform lighting and monocular video data captured
using a smartphone.
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Image UNISURF NeuS DeepMVSHair Ours
Figure 4: We compare our method with volumetric and strand-based 3D reconstruction systems using a real-world multi-
view dataset [43]. While baseline volumetric approaches [34, 48] can only produce coarse hair geometry, our method is
able to reconstruct fine details using strands. We also achieve more robust and accurate results than the existing multi-view
hair reconstruction methods [22]. For additional results, please refer to the supplementary materials. Digital zoom-in is
recommended.

4.1. Implementation details

To train our method on real-world data we use off-the-
shelf methods [19, 25] to obtain segmentation masks for the
hair and bust. To parameterize the geometry texture map,
we use a UNet network that predicts it from a constant mesh
grid. Similarly to the diffusion model training, we calculate
the denoising error Lprior by averaging over the mini-batch
of different offsets, noise ϵ, and noise levels σ. In total, our
reconstruction pipeline takes three days per subject on a sin-
gle NVIDIA RTX 4090: one day for the first, and two days
for the second stage. For more training details and hyperpa-
rameters, please refer to the supplementary materials.

4.2. Real-world evaluation

Baselines. We compare our method against popular
3D reconstruction approaches [34, 48], as well as meth-
ods [22, 54] designed for strand-based reconstruction, us-
ing publicly available scenes from the H3DS [43] dataset.
NeuS [48] is a multi-view reconstruction approach that
learns the scene geometry as the zero level-set of a signed
distance function using volume rendering. This method
can reconstruct non-Lambertian surfaces, making it well-

suited for hair reconstruction. UNISURF [34] is another
multi-view approach based on occupancy fields learned via
volume rendering. This method is specifically tailored
to handle semi-transparent objects, such as hair. Deep-
MVSHair [22] is a multi-view image-guided method for
realistic strand-based reconstruction that can operate in a
sparse-view scenario and under non-uniform lighting con-
ditions. Due to memory constraints, this method is trained
to produce reconstructions using twelve views. We also pro-
vide comparisons with a single image NeuralHDHair [54]
method in Figure 6.

The qualitative results are shown in Figure 4. Note that
our segmented modeling approach allows us to reconstruct
realistic hair alongside the accurate bust geometry. It sets
us apart from all the baseline methods, which can only re-
construct coarse hair geometry. Furthermore, our approach
is able to reconstruct strands in poorly visible regions.

Finally, we evaluate our method in a challenging case of
monocular video capture. The results are provided in Fig-
ure 5. Our method is fully capable of handling this chal-
lenging use case and keeps the high fidelity and realism of
the reconstructed hair. We include more examples in the
supplementary materials.
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Figure 5: Our method can obtain high-fidelity hair reconstructions even from a monocular video. For more results, please
refer to the supplementary materials.

Figure 6: Comparison of our multi-view method (right)
with a single-shot NeuralHDHair [54] system (middle).
Digital zoom-in is recommended.

4.3. Ablation study

We conduct an ablation study using both synthetic and
real-world datasets. Here, we also include the comparison
with Neural Strands [44], since our approach, in some as-
pects, builds on top of it. However, we cannot compare
our method against it directly as this method is closed-
source, requires manual annotation of the hair growth di-
rections, and relies on an MVS-based hair reconstruction
method [33], which is sensitive to non-uniform lighting
conditions and poorly handles hair specularities. We have

re-implemented a strand generator network, a differentiable
rasterizer, neural hair rendering, texture parametrization,
and a training procedure. Due to the unavailability of the
ground-truth 3D strand segments and hair growth direc-
tions, we replace their geometry loss with our Lgeom. We
refer to the resulting method as Neural Strands∗.

We employed the same approach for quantitative eval-
uation as in [44]. We first render the ground-truth strands
using Blender [6] and reconstruct them. We then fol-
low [33, 44] and measure precision, recall, and F-score be-
tween our predicted strands and ground truth using both dis-
tance and angular errors as thresholds. The comparison re-
sults are shown in Table 1. First, we see that our rendering
loss Lrgb improves over the base Lrender from [44] in terms
of precision, while the rendering mask loss Lmask achieves
better recall and an aggregated F-score.

Finally, our complete model Lfine, which combines to-
gether geometric, rendering, and diffusion-based losses,
further improves these results, achieving the highest recall
and F-score across all experiments. In Figure 8, we show
the comparison with Neural Strands∗. The method suffers
from unrealistic curls and artifacts in reconstructions. For
more details please refer to the supplementary materials.

In Figure 7, we conduct a qualitative ablation study to
evaluate the effect of a diffusion prior Lprior and a curvature
loss term in the strand parametric model. Notice that the
diffusion-based prior achieves substantially higher realism
of the internal part of the hairstyle. For the curvature loss,
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Thresholds: mm / degrees
Method 2/20 3/30 4/40 2/20 3/30 4/40 2/20 3/30 4/40

Precision Recall F-score
Lgeom 57.3 81.9 90.4 7.8 13.8 19.8 13.7 23.5 32.5
w/ Lrender [44] 58.6 82.4 91.0 8.0 13.9 21.5 14.1 23.7 34.7
w/ Lrgb 60.5 83.2 91.5 7.6 13.8 21.0 13.5 23.7 34.1
w/ Lmask 56.5 81.5 90.4 8.7 14.7 21.0 15.0 24.9 34.1
Lfine 52.9 78.1 88.4 9.8 17.8 26.3 16.4 28.7 40.3

Table 1: We provide an extensive quantitative evaluation of individual components of our method. Our complete model Lfine,
which combines together geometric, rendering, and diffusion-based losses, achieves the highest recall and F-score.

GT w/o Curv. [44] Ours

Lgeom w/ Lprior

Figure 7: Ablation on curvature (top) and diffusion losses
(bottom). The incorporation of curvature loss allows us to
better model curly strands, while the diffusion tackles the
problems with hair growth directions and unrealistic angles
(insets show a subset of hairs for clarity).

Image Ours Neural Strands∗

Figure 8: A comparison with Neural Strands [44]. Our
method obtains higher-quality hairstyles that lack the un-
realistic curls visible in the top and bottom parts of the [44]
reconstruction.

its effect is visible when modeling curly hairstyles. Addi-
tional qualitative and quantitative results are provided in the
supplementary materials.

4.4. Limitations

The main limitations of our method can be seen in Fig-
ure 9. Our approach struggles to represent highly curly hair
and depends on the accuracy of hair and body segmentation
masks to produce the reconstructions. In principle, it is pos-
sible to address these limitations by extending the dataset
for the hairstyle prior training and employing more robust
human matting systems. Furthermore, improving the ren-
dering procedure for better signal propagation and condi-
tioning prior network on hairstyle-related features are very

Figure 9: Our system’s main limitations are curly hairstyle
modeling performance and reliance on hair segmentation
masks during volumetric and strand-based reconstruction.

promising directions.

5. Conclusion

We have presented a method capable of detailed and
personalized human hair reconstruction from monocular
videos with uncontrolled lighting. To achieve that, we
employ both volumetric and strand-based hair representa-
tions and combine them with differential hair rendering and
global hairstyle priors. We demonstrate the efficacy of our
approach by conducting extensive qualitative and quantita-
tive evaluations. To the best of our knowledge, our method
is the first to achieve detailed strand-based and personal-
ized hair reconstructions from monocular video capture us-
ing a smartphone video. We believe this method can also
be incorporated into future human avatar systems for better
realism and identity preservation of human appearance, in
which hairstyles play a vital part.
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